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Abstract-This article rationalizes the need of coordination 
between protective systems and VSC-HVDC controls to steer 
power systems away from voltage instability conditions. The con

cept of coordination involves the use of feasible communication 
mechanisms which can be exploited by protection systems to 
send out a "protective information set" to an algorithm which 
will determine preventive, corrective, and protective actions par
ticularly by taking advantage of the availability of VSC-HVDC. 
This "protective information set" considers synchrophasor vector 
processing capabilities which allows for the exploitation of phasor 
measurements while satisfying protective relaying data transmis
sion and processing requirements. Coordination refers to the 
ability of the protective systems and VSC-HVDCs to cooperate 
and to synchronize their actions so that voltage instability can 
be avoided. 

Index Terms-Wide Area Monitoring, Protection and Control, 
Synchrophasor applications, Wide-Area Voltage Instability De
tection, Wide-Area Early Warning Systems, VSC-HVDC. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technology behind Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) 
can be traced back to the computer relaying field. The marriage 
of PMU and relay technology has lead to the inception of 
a revolutionary field in power system protection, in which 
this microprocessors technology is no longer only designed to 
fulfill protection purposes. This technology now also considers 
the communication mechanisms allowing the transmission of 
synchronized phasor measurement, now one of the features 
available in the most advanced protective relays commercially 
available, and the use of this feature in protection applications 
is proliferating [1]. As a result, the Wide-Area Monitoring, 
Protection and Control System (WAMPAC) built on syn
chrophasor capabilities are being used in many applications 
such as in the synchronization distributed generation to large 
power grids [2] or for the integration of distributed renewable 
sources of energy [3]. 

Simultaneously, technological advances in Voltage Source 
Converters-based High Voltage Direct Current (VSC-HVDC) 
have allowed to prove this technology's advantages for con
trol, such as the ability to independently control active and 
reactive [4] and voltage control. These controllable devices 
are considered to be promising devices that can improve the 
performance and reliability of power systems. Some applica
tions which combines the WAMS and control of VSC-HVDC 
have been implemented, for instance WAMS with embedded 
VSC-HVDC control for oscillation damping [5]. This suggests 
that VSC-HYDCs with properly designed control strategies 
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exploiting synchrophasor data from protection systems can 
substantially mitigate power system voltage instability. This 
concept is investigated in this article. 

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. 
Section II offers a synthesis of wide-area voltage stability 
monitoring concepts, while the proposed coordination between 
protection systems and VSC-HVDC is described in Section III. 

Section IV presents the different control strategies of VSC
HYDC to mitigate voltage instability. Finally, in Section V, 
conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined. 

II. WIDE-AREA VOLTAGE STABILITY MONITORING 

PMUs have been adopted to implement applications for 
Wide-Area Monitoring, Control and Protection (WAMPAC) 
Systems or Wide-Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) which 
can be found in [6] and [7], respectively. The use of these 
applications is catered, for example, to provide the wide
area visibility [8], the detection of critical oscillatory mode 
properties [9], and voltage instability detection [10]. To have 
an overall situation awareness for voltage instability detection 
applications, it appears that the entire power system state 
needs to be reconstructed from synchrophasor measurements 
and other data [11], or that different indices for different 
system components need to be computed to determine insta
bilities [12]. 

For voltage stability monitoring, the authors propose to track 
the sensitivities of a Jacobian matrix, similarly to the approach 
in [13]1. The elements in a modified Jacobian matrix (2) are 
derived from the power flow in each transmission line. This 
means that the effects of shunt capacitances of the transmission 
line (in the case of medium and short lines) of the nominal 
'if-model are also included. 

The transmitted power on the line can be expressed as 
follows: 

where 

Sik = ViejOi{IikejO,,}* 

Fik = Re(Sik), Qik = Irn(Sik) (I) 

Vi = voltage magnitude at Bus i. 
Iik = current magnitude from from Bus i to Bus k. 
6i = voltage angle at Busi. 
6ik = 6i - 6k. 

Sik = complex power transmitted from Bus ·i to Bus k. 
Fik = transmitted real power from Bus i to Bus k. 
Qik = transmitted reactive power from Bus i to Bus k. 
From (I) it follows that the real and reactive power flows 
through the transmission lines can be calculated directly 

I Observe that this is not the same Jacobian matrix as in the standard power 
flow problem where each element is related to an injected power to the bus 
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Fig. 1. Test system used for generating voltage instability scenarios 

from the measured voltage and current phasors regardless the 
system's parameters. 

The modified Jacobian matrix can be constructed as follows: 

where 

Pikv (t) ] 
Qikv (t) 

(2) 

Pik6(t) = Pik(t) - Pik(t - 1)/6i(t) - 6i(t - 1) = dPik/d6i 
Pikv(t) = Pik(t) - Pik(t - l)/Vi(t) - Vi(t - 1) = dPik/dVi 
Similar expressions can also be derived for Q 15 and Qv. 
The values of these sensitivities can aid in assessing voltage 
instability with the considerations below. 

1) The sensitivities are consistently at a low-positive value2 

with the assumption of steady-state operation. This in
dicates operation away from a voltage instability condi
tion. 

2) The value of the sensitivities will increase positively (or 
negatively) when a system is stressed. This denotes a 
system is moving towards a "weak" operating condi
tion, this is a trend in the development of the voltage 
instability. 

3) The value increases abruptly to very high positive (or 
negative) and switches sign in the case of a lack of reac
tive power support for dVddQik or when the maximum 
power transfer is reached for dVd dPik. This depicts an 
unstable condition which consequently leads to voltage 
collapse. 

However, before computing sensitivities, the original volt
ages phasors must be filtered to remove fast dynamics and 
large outliers. Moreover, a moving average (MA) filter aids 
to increase the robustness of the computed sensitivities. How
ever, these filtering methods (either with or without moving 
average window) introduce a small delay to the calculation of 
sensitivities. More details regarding this filtering approach can 
be found in [14]. In addition, only dVddPib and dVi/dQik 
are studied and used as voltage instability indicators in this 
paper. 

To illustrate, a voltage instability scenario is conducted by 
gradually increasing constant active and reactive load models 
at Bus 5 of the test system shown in Fig. 1. A load with 
constant power characteristics with an automatic discrete on
load tap changer (OLTC) dynamics at the distribution side are 
explicitly modelled at Bus 5. Details of generator model in 
this system can be found in [15]. Bus 3-to-Bus 5 transfers are 
considered here when the Bus 3 HYDC terminal is a rectifier. 

20r negative depending the current measurement direction. 

Fig. 2. 
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An example of filtered and unfiltered PV-curves. 
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Fig. 2 shows PV-curve (Load power vs. Voltage at Bus 5) 
resulting from the load increase which is assumed to change 
as follows: 

PL = PLo(1 + A) 

QL = QLo(1 + A) 
(3) 

where PLo and Q Lo are the initial base active and reactive 
powers, respectively, and A is a varying parameter representing 
the loading factor. Fig. 3a and 3b depict the corresponding 
sensitivities (dV5/dP53 and dV5/dQ53) calculated from unfil
tered, filtered, filtered with MA, respectively. 

As seen from Fig. 2 to 3b, filtering approach plays a vital 
role. A lack of and/or incorrect data processing can yield in 
incorrect information, which can result in an improper control 
action, which in turn could lead to a collapse. The spikes 
shown in the green in Fig. 3 correspond to OLTC tap position 
changes. It can also be noted that the sensitivity calculated 
from the unfiltered data (green dashed line) are vulnerable to 
OLTC tap switching and vary abruptly compared with those 
computed using data which has been filtered, or filtered with 
MA. 

In addition, the sensitivities can be used to generate an 
early warning alarm when its value changes from positive 
to negative. This early warning alarm can be generated by 
setting a threshold value (which is pre-set through stability 
studies), allowing instability detection before the sensitivity 
changes abruptly to a large positive value. The horizontal 
yellow and red dash-dot lines in Fig. 3 indicate an insecure 
and an emergency state, that have been pre-set, respectively. 
Fig. 4 illustrates PV and QV-curve plots of active and reactive 
load vs. the voltage at Bus 5 with zero DC power (plotted 
from filtered data). 

As seen in Fig. 4, it is clear that the bifurcation point of 
both curves can occur at different times, thus it is necessary 
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Fig. 4. Plot of calculated PV - ClLrve and QV - ClLrve calculated from 
filtered signals. 

to track both dV;jdPik and dV;/dQiksensitivities. Moreover, 
these bifurcation points in PV - CUTve and QV - CUTve 

implicitly correspond to the change of sensitivities as shown 
in Fig. 3. Therefore, early warnings and final alarms regarding 
active and reactive power problem are recommended to set in 
different values. For instance, two thresholds for alarms are 
set at d% / dP53 = 0.08 and dV5 / dQ53 = 0.2, for an early 
warning signal (yellow dash-dot line), and dV5/ dP53 = 0.24 
and dV5/dQ53 = 0.6, for a final alarm (red dash-dot line), 
respectively. 

III. COORDINATION OF SY NCHROPHA SOR- BA SED 

PROTECTION SY STEM AND V S C-HVD C 

In previous simulation studies [14] it has been illustrated 
how the bifurcation points of the PV -CUTve and QV -CUTve 

can also occur at the instant. This can be done by varying A 
in (3) at a different rate. However, it is more important to 

mention that only the reactive power sensitivity dV5/dQ53, 
and the active power sensitivity dV5 / dP53 in both studies 
experience the abrupt change in their values as discussed 
above. This means that the problematic location that tends 
toward voltage instability regarding reactive power is at point 
5-3, while points 3-5 and 5-3 shown in Fig. 1 need to be 
considered for active power issues. To avoid the repetition of 
results and present new experiments, the computed sensitivities 
at other locations are omitted. In order to mitigate voltage 
instability, an early warning signal can be adopted to trigger 
the change of power transfer though an V SC-HVDC. Fig. 5 
shows a block diagram of the proposed method to adapt the 
HYDC control. 

Fig. 5. Proposed method to mitigate voltage instability 

As seen from Fig. 5, the method starts by gathering syn
chronized voltage and current phasors from different locations 
(see the 'red-dot' trace in Fig. I). Then, these phasors are used 
to computed sensitivities as described in (1) and (2). Next, the 
computed sensitivities (dV; / dPik and dV; / dQ ik) are compared 
with pre-set values of early warning signals to determine 
the locations leading to voltage instability. After problematic 
locations have been found, system quantities are selected as 
input signals to change the control mode and/or operational 
reference of the V SC-HVDC. The VSC-HVDC that is used in 
this article is the built-in model available from the PowerFac
tory [16] software's library. The original model is modified by 
implementing the additional PI-controller (indicated by dash 
box in Fig. 6) to change the active and reactive reference power 
of the VSC-HVDC . In the case of reactive power, the input 
signal of this PI-controller is the measured voltage level of the 
problematic location indicated by computed sensitivities while 
the voltage reference value (U ss in Fig. 6a) is the voltage 
value when an early warning is triggered. In case of active 
power, the input signals (in this paper) are measured voltage 
angles at bus 3 and 5 (which are selected w.r.t. the sensitivities 
dV5/ dP53 mentioned earlier), while the angle reference value 
(ess in Fig. 6b) is the angle different between bus 3 and bus 
5 when an early warning is triggered. 

Finally, if sensitivities approach values near the final alarms, 
a load shedding scheme has to be activated to disconnect loads. 
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Fig. 6. Control Scheme for V SC-HVDC 

In this article, the load shedding scheme is only prevents the 
load increase, load shedding strategies can be found in [17]. 
In addition, parameters for the PI-controller such as gain and 
time constant values are selected regardless of particular re
sponse characteristics of the VSC-HVDe. Different controller 
parameters can provide different rise time, overshoot, time
to-peak, or steady-state error respecting the same physical 
limits of VSC-HVDe. This paper only focuses on how to 
utilize sensitivities in order to mitigate voltage collapse. The 
important issue of control tuning will be addressed in a future 
publication. 

IV. CASE STUDIE S 

In this section we present simulation results that illustrate 
the test system's response with and without the inclusion of 
our purposed method as shown in Fig. 5. In these simulations 
we have considered the load increase as the system perturba
tion which could lead to voltage instability, different power 
responses supported by the VSC-HVDC, and also different 
control modes at inverter side are included. The control at 
the rectifier side is Pdc - Qdc mode where the active and 
reactive power are fixed at 400 MW and 10 MVar (where 
each converter size is 550 MVA), respectively. Meanwhile, 
the active and reactive load are 1500 MW and 150 MVar and 
being increased (at t = 1 sec) as explained in (3) until test 
system experience voltage collapse. 

A. Case 1: Qdc - Vdc: Ramp support Qdc 
In this case, reactive power support at the inverter side is 

ramped up. This reactive power ramping is achieved through 
the control scheme shown in Fig. 6a. The comparison of the 
resulting PV and QV-curves with and without reactive power 
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ramping is shown in Fig. 7. Meanwhile, the comparison of 
voltage at Bus 5 between with and without reactive ramping 
cases is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 7. PV - ClLrve and QV - ClLrve plots of Case I 
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Fig. 8. Voltage at Bus 5 comparison between with and without V SC-HVDC 
coordination 

As shown in Fig. 8, the reactive power that is ramped up 
by VSC-HVDC supports a voltage drop caused by increasing 
load. This voltage support allows the system to operate 10 
more seconds before a collapse. 

For comparison, the following schemes have been consid
ered to control: reactive power Case I), active power (Case 
2), and both active and reactive power (Case 3) are ramped in 
such a way that make a test system collapses at approximately 
same point (see Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows the delay of an abrupt 
change of sensitivities compared to the case without control. 
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Fig. 9. dV5/dP53 and dV5/dQ53 sensitivities comparison between with 
and without V SC-HVDC coordination 

B. Case 2: Qdc - Vdc: Ramp support Pdc 
This case is similar to Case 1, however despite the reactive 

power support at inverter side, active power is ramped up 



at rectifier side and transmitted through DC line. The active 
power ramping is controlled through the scheme shown in 
Fig. 6b. Meanwhile, Fig. 10 shows the comparison of PV
curve and QV-curve between with and without active power 
ramping. 
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Fig. 10. PV - CUTve and QV - curve plots of Case 2 

The increase of active power load is allowed to flow 
through the VSC-HVDC, resulting in a decrease of active 
power transfer through the parallel AC transmission line, L3-
5. By transmitting higher power through VSC-HVDC, the 
system AC stress is relieved, loadability is increased and lower 
electrical losses occur. The system's loadability represented by 
PV and QV-curves are greater than in the case without active 
power ramping. 

C. Case 3: Qdc - Vdc: Ramp support Pdc & Qdc 

In this case, the active power support (Pdc) is ramped up 
by the rectifier while the reactive power Q dc is ramped up 
by inverter. This means that we take advantages of VSC
HVDC described in both Case 1 and Case 2 to extend the 
maximum power transfer (MPT) point before the test system 
confronts voltage instability. Fig. II shows the comparison 
of PV and QV-curves between only Qdc ramping (Case 1), 
only Pdc ramping (Case 2), and Pdc & Qdc (Case 3) ramping. 
These associated PV and QV-curve shows three different ways 
to utilize the capacity of the VSC-HVDC. It cam be seen 
that, ramping both active and reactive power by VSC-HVDC 
provides the best loadability in the system. Table I shows a 
comparison between all three control schemes. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of PV - C'UTve and QV - C'UTve plots between Case 
1, 2, and 3 

D. Case 4: Qdc - Vdc: Step support Pdc 

This case is similar to Case 2 in which the VSC-HVDC 
supports only active power. However, instead of ramping active 
power, the transmitted power is controlled through a step 

TABLE I 
LOADABILITY OF DIFFERENT CONTROL SCHEMES 

Control 

No Control 
Pdc Control 
Qde Control 

Pde & Qde Control 

MPT [p.u. ] 

24.38 
24.81 
24.98 
25.36 

Gain [p.u. ] Gain/Converter Size 

0.43 -21 % 
0.60 +9 % 
0.98 +78 % 

response. It is worth noting that since HVDC's operation 
depends on alarms that are set by the user, examples of 
stepping up DC power at different sensitivity values (which 
corresponds to different in time) are important to analyse. 
Fig. 12 shows the upper half of PV curves considering the 
AC flows through line L3-5 vs. the voltage at Bus 3 and the 
DC active power increase in a step change from 400 MW to 
550 MW at the HVDC. 
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From Fig. 12, it can be noting that setting alarms also 
plays a vital role in finding new power system's equilibrium, 
i.e. operational point. Observe that an early adjustment of 
the DC transfer results in a shorter settling time, and that if 
adjustments are made latter, the use of 2 different stages in 
the transition can aid in reducing the overshoot and settling 
time required for finding a new equilibrium. Moreover, a 
step change of DC power creates oscillations in the system's 
response, thus the DC power should be gradually changed 
to prevent this undesired feature. For comparison, Fig. 13 
shows the PV-curve from unfiltered data in case of ramping 
DC power. 

Fig. 13. 
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E. Case 5: Pdc & Vac at inverter 

It has been noted before that Bus 5 experiences voltage 
stability issues, thus the control of inverter is changed from 
Qdc - Vdc to Pdc - Vac mode to investigate control schemes' 
efficiency. However, in order to keep the active power on the 
AC side to be equal to the active power transmitted from the 
DC side (losses neglected), the control mode of the other side 
must control the DC voltage [18]. Therefore the control mode 
of the rectifier is changed to Vac - Vdc mode. Fig. 14 shows a 
comparison of the PV-curves between no ramping, PQ ramping 
(Case 3), and AC voltage control at Bus 5. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of PV-curves between different control modes 

As shown in Fig. 14, the voltage at Bus 5 is kept constant in 
the case of AC voltage control. This is because reactive power 
is injected from the inverter of the VSC-HYDC. However the 
voltage cannot be held any longer when active load power 
increases to 20 p.u. due to the VSC-HVDC's inner current 
control reaching its limit. Consequently, voltage at Bus 5 starts 
declining until system collapse. It is worth noting that the 
proposed control scheme (ramping active and reactive power) 
provides a better result as can be seen from the MTP point 
between these two cases. 

V. CONCLUSION S AND FUTURE WORK 

This article has described an approach for exploiting voltage 
sensitivities computed from synchrophasor data for wide-area 
voltage stability monitoring. This "monitoring tool" can be 
used to track the state of a power system during normal 
and severe operating conditions. The idea behind this ap
proach is not only to use these sensitivities for monitoring 
purposes but also to automatically generate early warning 
signals before a collapse occurs. Different stress conditions 
are determined by the value of the sensitivities which need 
to be computed from filtered synchrophasor measurement 
data. The filtering approach has a large impact in sorting 
out unwanted electromechanical oscillations, noise and outliers 
before computing the sensitivities. 

To utilize the computed sensitivities for mitigating voltage 
instabilities, several control schemes are developed for an 
VSC-HVDC which operates in parallel with an AC transmis
sion line. The controls are implemented additionally to the 
standard control schemes of VSC-HVDC in order to change its 
operating set point. Simulations of different controls confirm 
the benefits of using these controls in a VSC-HYDC connected 
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in parallel with an AC line for voltage support and better power 
flow management, with implicit considerations of the VSC
HVDC's size. 

There are several issues that must be further addressed, 
including but not limited to: validation of the control schemes 
with different voltage instability scenarios, tuning parameters 
of the additional PI-controller properly, optimization of mixed 
control (Pdc & Qdc), among others. The ultimate goal is not 
only to prevent long-term voltage instability, but also to use 
these sensitivities wisely so to mitigate all range of voltage 
instabilities that are generated by certain controls such as over 
and/or under-excitation limiters. 
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